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Adiabatic survival probability
Two limits:
Matter dominates Δm 2 /2E < 2 1/2 G F N¯⇒ θ¯→ π/2 ⇒P ee → sin 2 θ Vacuum dominates Δm 2 /2E > 2 1/2 G F N¯⇒ θ¯→ θ ⇒ P ee → cos 4 θ+sin 4 θ = 1− (sin 2 2θ)/2 ≥ 1/2 averaged vacuum oscillations
Vac. Sun
Neutrino Designing the whole spectrum
Tune solar splitting to matter potential in solar center
Δm 2 ∼G F N¯(10 6 eV) ∼ a few × 10 -5 eV 2 make mixing angle large, so that could be checked with reactor antineutrinos (basically oscillations in vacuum) The 2nd splitting should be discoverable with atmospheric neutrinos:
set vacuum oscillation length for typical E atm ∼ 10 9 GeV to be ∼ 10 3 km → Δm 2 atm ∼ 10 -3 eV 2 make mixing angle large (basically oscillations in vacuum)oscillate into the tau-neutrino state In the standard case, the oscillation parameters are quite well known by now Neutrino beams (K2K, MINOS) also produce ν τ by oscillations Look for anomalies in the NC event rate caused by ν τ (detection effect) Modified interactions of ν τ with matter may make the oscillation pattern incompatible with the data (propagation effect) D 37, 1368 (1988) . … and many others As late as 2002 (before KamLAND) could still fit all solar data with this mechanism (spin-flavor flip in the radiative zone) A. F. & A. Gruzinov, Astropart.Phys. 19, 575 (2003) 
